16:00-17:00 Panel Discussion: Open Innovation Business Practice
Host: Tom YOKO James Madison University
Win: VANHUYSE Hong Kong University
Craig S. PETERSER Aurora WDC
ZENG Yonggang Philips HealthWorks
FUJII YOSHIYUKI GlaxoSmithKline
FUMIYUKI TAKAMASHI Japan University of Economics
18:00-19:30 Dinner Gather in Knowledge Square
2019/9/26 Thu
09:00-12:00 Workshop by IOC/KIST Open Science/Leap Development and Initiatives
Host: Margret PLANIK International Council for Scientific and Technical Information (IUSTI)
German National Library of Science and Technology (TIB)
09:00-09:30 Footprints and Landscape of Open Science Policy Implementation in Japan
Yasushi OGASAWARA Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
09:30-10:00 Scholarly Communication in Transition: Towards Open Science
Mast봐노 OIKEN (Rikako BAILL) Erudit Library, Zurich
10:00-10:30 The Future of Scholarly Communications, Libraries, and Open Access
Laura HANSCOM Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
10:30-11:00 Tea Break
11:00-11:30 The Carpenters: Teaching Data Science Skills to Researchers and People Working in Library and Information-related Roles
Edith E. Kim, Junasha and Vicky STEVENS New York University
11:30-12:00 What Makes Accessing Papers so Difficult?
Janos KOBOR PubMed Network
12:00-13:15 Lunch Staff Canteen
13:30-16:30 Workshop by TAIIC, IOSTI Technology Fostered Innovation in Open Science
Host: Brian A. HASSON Department of Energy, USA (DOE)
13:30-14:00 The Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan of China and Latest Progress
XI FENG Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China
14:00-14:30 Development and Deployment of the New Research Infrastructure for Open Science in Japan
Kazumasa YAMASH Research Center for Open Science and Data Reuse, National Institute of Informatics (NII)
14:30-15:00 Refactoring How We Evaluate the Production of Knowledge: The Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative
Richard HOSKING Curtin Institute for Computation
15:00-15:30 Tea Break
15:30-15:50 ORCID: Building Trusted Infrastructure
Matthew BUPS and Estelle CHEN ORCID
15:50-16:20 Jie Open Research Hub – Supporting Open Science
John KARP Jie
16:20-16:30 New and Better Insights into Open Science - Taking New Approaches with New Data From Dimensions 80 AURÉ Digital Science
16:30-16:45 Shanghai Library 2019 Open Data Application Development Competition Awards Ceremony
Host: LIU Wei Shanghai Library (Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of Shanghai)
16:45-16:55 Closing Ceremony